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Vision
ACCESS - EMPOWERMENT – JUSTICE

Mission
Empowering our community to access justice by providing free legal services to all
unmet legal needs

Our community is
Everybody in Marlborough and Kaikoura especially those who experience economic,
social, cultural, or other barriers to access to legal services

Our Values statement
Commitment to the Treaty of Waitangi
Accountability to our community
Promoting participatory justice and self-reliance
Increasing people’s knowledge and expectations of the law
Delivery of legal education services to reflect the Community’s changing needs and
expectations
Integrity and Professionalism
The organisation outlines the values that it promotes
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Our Board
Alistair Sowman – Chair
Elizabeth Collyns (Liz) – Secretary | Jill Van Angeren – Treasurer
Taulapu Oliver | John Holdaway | Simon Gaines | Alison Brook | Alan Naysmith
Tiffany Cross |Karen (Kaya) Jungersen

Kaumatua
Mabel Grennell

Our staff
Stephanie Moses
GDip Dispute Resolution
AAMINZ, FDR, Family, DIP L Exec

Manager

Andrew Townshend
Legal Supervisor LLB
Voluntary

Jenni Walker
BA GDip Dispute Resolution
Dip L Exec

Graeme Nelson LLB, BA

Dee Turner

Solicitor

Maori Liaison | Caseworker

Caseworker

Patricia Clay B Com ACA

Brenda Thomas

Finance (Part-time)

Reception | Administration
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Report from the Chair
COMMUNITY LAW MARLBOROUGH - CHAIRMANS REPORT 2018
It gives me pleasure to present the Chairman’s Report on behalf of my board for the 2017-2018 year.
“What a difference a year makes”. I know this is not original, but I think it sums up not only my own
personal view but that of the board
The new funding received from MOJ, albeit for one year and tagged to staff wages and development has
been most welcome. An organisation such as ours requires our staff to meet contractual obligations.
Under our contract we are required to deliver 1300 individual consultations. This past year we did close to
2000. This is a huge effort by our staff and they need to be adequately acknowledged and remunerated.
Then there is the wide variety of issues our staff are required to deal with. Family and Employment Law
remain top of the list. Many are time consuming and complex, however the quality of the advice and
assistance is acknowledged in client surveys. In addition to the clients who come through the front door,
staff delivered seventeen seminars to a number of community organisations on a range of subjects. The
staff continued to provide advice and assistance to Kaikoura and East Coast residents following the 2016
earthquake.
Can I acknowledge the support of the legal fraternity and in particular the lawyers who supported our
Volunteer Solicitors Clinics. This is a valuable service and certainly appreciated by our clients. Also, thanks
to Andrew Townsend for his continuing professional support for our staff. Our Manager Stephanie Moses
is to be congratulated for the positive reports CLM receives. Her dedication and her expertise have played
a huge role in the success of Community Law Marlborough.
We have had some changes to our Board in the last year. Deputy Chair Philippa Burns and Secretary Ian
Cameron did not seek re-election at the AGM. Mr Cameron’s long-standing involvement with Community
Law Marlborough was commended. Mrs Burns was presented with a floral tribute and also thanked for
her support. New members elected at our AGM last year were Alison Brook, Elizabeth Collyns and Alan
Naysmith. Also elected to the board during the year were Tiffany Cross (Nominated by CAB) and Kaja
Jungersen. I have also received notice the Law Society representative on our board Simon Gaines is
standing down at this year’s AGM and I thank him for his long service and the specialist knowledge that he
contributed.
Our Kaumatua Mabel Grennell has retired and we thank her for support and wise counsel and wish her
well.
I acknowledge and thank the members of the board for their contribution and support, in particular my
Deputy Chair Jill Van Angeren. Community Law Marlborough is now well prepared to continue to deliver a
range of services to our community in 2018-19.

Alistair Sowman
Chairman
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Manager’s Report
Tena koutou katoa
This year has seen CLC’s under review yet again, much work has been completed by Community Law
Aoteroa and CLC’s into providing relevant information to support our case to be put to the Minister late
this year ready for the 2019 budget. A taxing time but also a time to have a voice and put forward what is
really is happening in regions, what are the barriers, who are the barriers. What we see is that the gap has
widened significantly for people to access free or low cost services, rural areas get hit hard with higher
costs and less services available, Legal Aid for Family and Civil often are not available or burdens the
recipient with more debt. We see an increase of self litigants who just want a form to fill out, we see a lot
of clients who simply walk away. So while we wait for the results of the next budget, we will continue on
doing what we do well, and that is giving people access to justice.
Our end of the year results show us again well ahead of our client contracted targets set by the Ministry of
Justice, our surveys show a consistent high result of client satisfaction and the gratitude shown to the staff
is most rewarding.
We continued to work in Kaikoura on a fortnightly basis as much as we could, it was a relief when the road
did open, however we soon learnt to take an extra set of clothes. At the request of the Seddon community
we set up a clinic at the Railway Station on a weekly basis to assist with earthquake matters and other
issues. This was well received. We continued to be assisted by the Canterbury Community Law RAS team
for Earthquake matters.
For our staffing, we welcomed Dee and Graeme into the fold, both picked up the mahi quickly and were
able to excel in various fields of law to the benefit of our clients. Dee’s knowledge and expertise of Maori
Land Court in particular was well received by our Maori community. Her zest for learning and pushing
forward to find a solution was invaluable. Graeme’ time at the council put him in good stead to cope with
the myriad of disputes that crossed his desk, his cool calm and exceptional negotiation skills kept many
people in work. Jenni equally contributed to the team with her invaluable wealth of legal knowledge
particularly in Family Law, her willingness to lead the team in my absence allowed me some time off.
Brenda manages the front desk which at times is challenging, but she copes with a smile and puts our
clients at ease, she has taken over organising our Volunteer Solicitor’s roster which works seamlessly, and
she is now delving into keeping our website up to date. Jessica is our MGC student on work experience,
she has been assisting us create flick cards that are user friendly and appealing to young people as well as
learning reception skills.
The year has seen a similar pattern of legal matters presented, Employment, Family, Financial, Adult
Relationships, Wills, Enduring Powers of Attorney and Maori Land Succession/Whanau Trusts.
We reduced our number of seminars this year to enable our new staff to concentrate on learning the legal
work. In saying that we still passed our reduced targets set by the Ministry. Education has been
completed in conjunction with Reap, Rest homes and Iwi. The topic of the year has been EPOA’s, Wills and
Trusts. This is an area that we increasingly find that people cannot afford to set up in readiness.
The staff in conjunction with Literacy Marlborough embraced Te Reo lessons on a weekly basis led by the
very well-known Nan Kahu. An awesome time learning waiata, pepeha’s and performing at Taiopenga.
This is all part of CLM being culturally responsive and working towards our goals in our strategic plan.
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Much thanks goes to Andrew Townshend for being our Legal Supervisor, we are very grateful for his time
and practical advice provided to the team, and to the Board who grapple with the issues of steering the
ship and keeping it afloat.
Where to from now? We will continue to provide the high end quality service to meet the unmet legal
needs, but we will be looking at where there are gaps, there will be conversations held as to how can
these gaps be filled. Being sustainable is a priority and retaining or attracting staff is a challenge, but we
keep on doing the work and overcome obstacles as they arise.
Lastly to the team who make it happen, Jenni, Brenda, Dee, Graeme and Patricia, always a pleasure to
work with you.
Nāku noa nā

Stephanie Moses
Manager
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Education | Out and About | Networking
Migrant Festival

Taiopenga 2017

Networking
MVIP | Community Workers Meetings
MDC | Migrant Sector Working Group
Migrant Festival | Volunteer Marlborough
Funding Forum | Rural Women’s Group
Maataa Waka | Maori Health Organisations
Youth Workers Forum | Literacy
Marlborough | PHO | Ngati Rarua
Ngati Kuia | Anglican Care | IRD
Immigration |Police | Family Court
Kaikoura Community meeting
Ngati Apa | Te Ati awa
MSD | Womens Welfare League

Kaikoura Clinics
55 clients face to face in Kaikoura
A mixture of earthquake and
other legal issues.

Education Sessions
Enduring Power of Attorney
Elder Abuse – Misuse of EPOA
Family Trusts | Succession
Maori Land Trustee Training
Succession & Whanau Trusts
Employment Law | Wills
Mental Health & Employment
Mental Health & Compulsory Treatment
Education was provided to Iwi,
Rest homes and general public.
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Volunteers Solicitors Evenings & Day Time Family Clinic
Our weekly Wednesday evening and the monthly daytime advice sessions provided by Volunteer
Lawyers/Barristers from various law firms continue to be well utilised and provide another tier of quality
assistance provided through Community Law Marlborough.

A big thank you to our Volunteers Solicitors
Kent Arnott, John Holdaway, Andrew Finch,
Nick McKessar, Rennie Gould, Charles Murdoch,
Terry Sisson, Libby Lockhart,
Audrey Seaton, Emma Hunter, Jacki Eves,
Andrew Townshend, Joshua Smith, Autumn Faulkner
Volunteer Solicitors evenings are held weekly
Day time Solicitors evenings are held monthly.

What our Clients say about our service
(taken from client surveys)
Fantastic
Very glad we came to get the good advice | They were amazing in helping me file my
limited licence application | I thought that they were really good at explaining and helping
me understand this situation | In my opinion this service could not be easier or efficient
Thank you | No excellent service thank you | Great service – made me understand a lot
I can do | Great service with a smile | Keep up with the good work
I am very happy and satisfied with the service provided | Massive thanks | I got all the
advice we needed, thank you very much, awesome service | I received excellent advice
and help with a letter which was constructed to help resolve my problem | Feel a lot
better now that I have visited here - thank you | Excellent service, would highly
recommend to everyone.
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Our Statistics
Age groups of Clients who use our service
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Ethnicity of clients using our service
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TREASURERS’ REPORT
For the year ending 30 June 2018
The past year has been significant in financial terms. A quick look at the numbers will show our revenue
increased by $70,374 over the previous year. This was made up of, firstly, the balance of grants funding
from Rata & Lotteries Board – specifically for use in Kaikoura Earthquake related assistance ($44,069).
These two grants have now been fully expended on servicing the needs of communities & individuals in
Kaikoura, Seddon & Ward and the wider East Coast. Secondly, Community Law Centre Aotearoa ( CLCA)
Bank Distributions, being a proportion of the interest on lawyer trust funds accounts ($28,908) and finally
a pleasing increase in counter donations and a COGS grant of $4000 to enable a targeted Educational
programme.
Our contracted income with Ministry of Justice remained the same at $305,284 and our sub-lease contract
was for a full year.
Costs on the other hand were stable or even decreased in some case. The most noticeable decreases
being telephone (a saving of $3,504 due to a new supplier) and depreciation (a drop of $6,175) which
reflects the fact that all the office building improvements have now been fully written off.
Staffing was maintained at a similar level to the previous year but circumstances meant some temporary
staff were hired from time to time. This is reflected in the slightly higher Wage, and Contractors line. The
Law Related Education and Projects line includes the targeted programme noted above for which the COGS
grant was received. Note also the decrease in the Law Library & Resource material line. The Law Library is
now provided via a sponsor.
Overall, with higher income and slightly lower general expenses for the year, we have come to the end of
June 2018 with a surplus of $80,594.
When considering the wide range of unmet legal needs within the Marlborough community this financial
result puts Community Law Centre Marlborough in a position where it can seriously consider whether
extra or appropriate new services should be developed to meet demand.
Finally, I would like to thank Patricia for her expertise throughout the year and Simon Danson for his
efficiency during this audit.
I move the adoption of my report.
I move that Simon Danson, Nelson Marlborough Audit Ltd, be appointed Auditor for the coming year.

Jill Van Angeren
TREASURER
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